Chromaflexibility.

With the addition of our adjustable jacketed column and TLC plates and accessories to our Chromaflex® line, Kontes becomes a complete source for all chromatographic apparatus (except instruments).

The recently introduced "unflat" TLC plate is fast becoming a standard analytical tool.

Even newer is the Kontes CLC plate, our nine-channel precision ground tool for preparative channel layer chromatography.

The new column is used with ascending or descending effluent and can be adjusted from zero to full 1200 mm column height. Air or water can be circulated through the removable jacket, providing a controlled environment for the all glass and Teflon® interior system.

We've added many other items to the line to make it broad and flexible: columns, GLC coils, adapters, traps, reservoirs, sprayers, tanks, hoods, templates, sandwich apparatus, etc., etc. For further definition of Chromaflexibility and all the details send for Catalog C-2 or contact your Kontes man.

©Registered trademark of Kontes Glass Company
*Trademark of DuPont

KONTES
Vineland, N.J. 08360

For True 10 Mg Accuracy And Ruggedness In A Dial Balance—
Dial-O-gram 310!

Dial balances are preferred for speed in today's crowded school laboratory. Dial-O-gram 310 is preferred for speed, accuracy, and the ruggedness which withstands student handling and makes expensive service contracts unnecessary.

The unique accuracy of Dial-O-gram 310 is the result of extensive research by Ohaus on the cause and correction of errors in spiral spring mechanisms. Only Ohaus uses special production techniques to insure that both spiral springs and dial graduations are sufficiently linear to provide true 10 mg accuracy.

Dial-O-gram 310 has been honored by Chemical Processing Magazine in its Vaaler Award as "a new fast, accurate and low cost balance for broad laboratory usage. It is extremely sturdy and durable and is designed for compactness and convenience." Labs find the balance accurate enough for 90% of their weighings.

Capacity — 310g Sensitivity — 0.01g Price — $59.50. Also available: "How To Read Dial Balances," an Ohaus teaching aid in the form of a transparency for overhead projectors. Price — $5.00.

For the complete story on accuracy, performance and specs, send for E. D. Myers' article "Spiral Spring Balances," our Vaaler Award folder, and the Ohaus general catalog.
Sample Streaking made easy, accurate, highly reproducible

The Shandon Chromatography Sample Streaker after Bacon is the simplest method yet devised for accurate quantitative control of sample streaking for thin layer, preparative layer and paper chromatography. Rate of travel governs syringe discharge, producing absolutely uniform thin lines, precisely positioned, and done without a skilled operator. Two styles available, both low in cost through functional design. Write for data bulletin to Shandon Scientific Company, Inc., 515 Broad Street, Sewickley, Pa. 15143 (Pittsburgh District).
Ranges beside the San Andreas fault. Where the plates are converging, the geometry requires that one overlap the other in some fashion, hence that some crustal rocks which approach the region of collision either disappear from the surface or undergo some drastic lateral crumpling. The plate tectonic model clearly implies that the mechanical energy available to drive orogenic processes, either directly to deform rocks or indirectly by conversion to heat, is greatest along convergent junctures. As Dewey (Cambridge) has shown, the empirical evidence also favors this view.

In strictly kinematic descriptions of relative plate motions, convergent plate junctures can be called sinks with reference to the fact that the areal dimensions of one or both adjacent surficial plates are reduced somehow as lithosphere is, in effect, consumed by overlapping or crumpling of plates, removed by descent into the deeper mantle, or otherwise destroyed as a surficial entity in some unspecified fashion. The dominant real process is thought to be the descent of lithosphere, with a capping of thin oceanic crust, in the vicinity of intraoceanic trenches and trenches marginal to continents. The course of descent is thought to be marked by the inclined seismic zones that reach deep into the mantle beneath the intraoceanic island arcs, like Tonga and the Marianas, and the marginal continental ranges, like the Andes, where chains of explosive volcanoes stand parallel to nearby trenches. In some exceptional cases, however, lithosphere with a capping of thick continental crust may serve as the descending plate of a converging pair, as in the Himalayan region where at least part of the continental crust of the Indian plate appears to have passed beneath at least part of the Tibetan plate.

The complexity of the telescoping and overlapping of crustal rocks observed along ancient convergent plate junctures became evident from discussions at the conference. Most participants, therefore, adopted a general term, "subduction zone," to describe any linear region along which crustal rocks have been led to descend relative to an adjacent block by folding or faulting or both in combination. The term was coined by Alpine geologists, and recently revived, in its English translation, by the Esso (Houston) research group as a term appropriate for a process of broad crustal significance; the term was introduced to the con-

The new Vickers M41 Photoplan is the ultimate... the infinitely universal microscope/camera system. With an M41 in your laboratory you could use any of these techniques today:

Transmitted light—Bright field, fluorescence, phase fluorescence, phase contrast, polarized light, Nomarski, macro, double refracting interference.

Reflected light—Nomarski, bright field/dark field, fluorescence, polarized light, micro-hardness, shearing measurement, surface finish, macro.

The M41 has superior, critical photometric capabilities. 100% of the image forming light can be directed to the monitoring system. Integral options permit measurement of the whole field, or discrete portions of 1/10, 1/100 and 1/500 of the field of view. We want you to have the whole, truly amazing story of this infinitely universal new system. Write for catalog 31-2340, now.

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY

BAUSCH & LOMB

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION

64230 Bausch Street, Rochester, New York 14602
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An ISCO monochromatic UV flow monitor is a reliable assistant which you can trust to give your column effluents a comprehensive examination with a minimum of effort and supervision.

And did you know that of all the instruments of this type, ISCO monitors
- are true absorbance (O.D.) monitors?
- have the narrowest bandwidth and least stray light?
- are the only ones which can operate your fraction collector to automatically deposit separate peaks into separate tubes?
- with an optional channel alternator accessory will monitor two columns at one wavelength, one column at two wavelengths, or one column at one wavelength but with two flow cell light path lengths?
- are priced no higher than instruments having none of these features?

All this adds up to the only fully quantitative UV monitors on the market.

For more information send for brochure UA3711.
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Before you buy another $1,000 incubator... double the capacity of your present one (and eliminate damage to cultures) with less than $350 worth of STAKATRAY

Now STAKATRAY opens up the fullest utilization of precious incubator space

The revolutionary new STAK-a-TRAY system instantly allows any incubator to accommodate twice as many culture dishes and bottles as previously, by the use of special tray-holding racks that can be stacked in multiple interlocking units to the full height of the incubator.

Each 14" x 14" tray slides easily into position in the rack, so individual trays can be added or removed without disturbing even a single tray in the incubator. And STAK-a-TRAY eliminates stacking pressure upon lower trays—a prime cause of damage to cultures inherent in previous techniques. Perforated trays allow free flow of air, CO2, and vapor... without the blockage caused by old-fashioned columnar stacking of culture dishes.

Racks are available in 1, 2, or 4 levels. Fitting trays are made of smooth anodized aluminum or stainless steel, for easy movement of dishes on tray, without danger of catching or tipping over. Half-trays—also available—allow even greater flexibility of procedures; prevent long periods of exposure to air during titrations. Both racks and trays are autoclavable and rust-resistant.

STAK-a-TRAY is also highly valuable for space-saving organization of work in the lab before and after actual incubation, and is a tremendous time-and-work saver for virological and bacteriological procedures. Especially facilitates safe handling of viral infections in tissue culture.

Write for complete literature and price list.

MANOSTAT
DIVISION OF GREINER SCIENTIFIC CORP.,
24 N. Moore St., Dept. 524, New York 10013

Maternity benefits.

The hamster’s short, regular reproductive cycle assures you a steady supply of newborns for virology research. Virus cultures thrive in hamster tissues. Polio and measles sera were developed from work with hamsters. And now the hamster is proving most helpful in determining a possible link between virus and cancer. Almost every day has been Mother’s Day at Lakeview since 1949 when Steven Slater introduced sophisticated breeding techniques to a fledgling industry. And since then our hamsters have been the best you can buy. Free of most common viruses as demonstrated by continual serological monitoring. So if your research calls for hamsters, call on us. Let our benefits benefit you.
Compare the results!

You can, with the E-C Vertical Gel Electrophoresis unit. As many as 30 samples at the same time. All run under identical conditions: same gel, same temperature, same voltage.

Want more versatility? The E-C Vertical Gel system accepts all types of gel, including starch, agar, silica, and polyacrylamide. Its design makes possible both continuous and discontinuous electrophoresis. And, because you’re using a flat gel slab, you can do two-dimensional separations too.

For simplicity of operation and consistent results, nothing else compares with the E-C Electrophoresis system.

To get more detailed information for your application, call our Technical Service collect, at (215) 382-9100, or write E-C Apparatus Corporation, 755 St. Marks Street, University City, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104.

E-C Apparatus Corporation
A Milton Roy Company

movements in the opposite sense. Oriel (U.S. Geological Survey) analyzed the geometry and timing of the late Mesozoic and early Tertiary Idaho-Wyoming thrust belt and found them consistent with those of Canadian counterparts but inconsistent with proposed gravitational models. The geometric relation of the thrust belt to the roughly coeval Sierra Nevada, as reconstructed by Hamilton and Myers, resembles that suggested by Hamilton for the late Cenozoic thrust belt in the eastern foothills of the modern Andean volcanic arc. Burchfiel (Rice) and Davis (University of Southern California) showed how opposed thrust systems of this type can form the major structural elements of a two-sided orogen, with a trench on one side and an inland thrust belt on the other.

An important impression that emerged from the proceedings was the realization that the nomenclature of tectonic elements and stratigraphic facies in orogenic belts requires revision and further evolution. The meaning of the geosynclinal theory, which holds roughly that thick sedimentation in a linear belt precedes and predestines orogeny, must be translated into a new conceptual framework. Past usage has relied heavily on the concepts of eugeosynclinal and miogeosynclinal sequences, supposedly deposited side by side in a single large trough or in complex parallel furrows, as the forerunners of orogenic belts. Eugeosynclinal assemblages are commonly conceived to be rich in volcanic rocks and deep-water turbidites, and to underlie early, protracted, and intense deformation capped by metamorphism and plutonic intrusion. Miogeosynclinal sequences, by contrast, lack volcanic rocks and undergo less deformation of a more surficial kind. At least three kinds of assemblages can now be identified with reference to modern analogs which can be related to current plate geometry.

One kind of eugeosynclinal sequence, that like the Franciscan assemblage of California, can be called a trench complex, and recognized as pervasively sheared, graywacke-bearing melanges in which terrigenous detrital turbidites are mingled depositionally and tectonically with offshore sea-floor strata including pillow lavas of the oceanic crust. Such sequences are not built in ordinary stratigraphic superposition, but are stacked tectonically over a period of time as materials are successively ridden into a trench and under its inner wall. The

NO ONE HAS EVER BUILT A BETTER BATH THAN THIS

(BUT WE'RE TRYING)

That's one reason that Constant Temperature Water Bath is better . . . we keep on improving it. For example, it now has solid-state components in the patented MAGNI-WHIRL® agitation system — the built-in, fully automatic system that obsoletes stirrers and conventional circulating methods. It assures temperature uniformity to ±0.1°C. or better throughout the bath's near-ambient to +100°C. range. There are five sizes, all U.L. listed, and all-stainless construction is standard.

They typify Blue M's entire line: Fast-Setting Water Baths, Shaker Baths (standard or refrigerated), Jar Baths, Hydrometer Jar Baths, High Temperature Utility Oil Baths and Refrigerated Utility Baths. All have MAGNI-WHIRL agitation, some our patented POWER-O-MATIC 60® Saturable Reactor Proportioning Control for unmatched temperature control accuracy and absolute reliability.

If you're looking for a better bath, keep these fine units in mind. By the time you get one, it just might be even better than we say. Find out by writing: Blue M Electric Company, Corporate Headquarters, Blue Island, Illinois 60406. Available nationally through laboratory supply distributors.
pervasive shearing and stratigraphic discontinuity within melanges have been described at length by Hsu (Zurich), who led a preconference field trip to exposures along the coast near the conference site.

A second kind of eugeosynclinal sequence, perhaps the most familiar type, can be called an arc complex, and recognized as largely andesitic and dacitic volcaniclastic strata intruded by partly cogenetic granitic plutons. Such sequences are not accumulated in a topographic trough, but pile eventually to great thicknesses through progressive subsidence as described by Markhinin in the Kurile Islands. Facies range from shallow marine and even subaerial near volcanic centers to deep marine in blocky basins between volcanoes. A third kind of sequence locally called eugeosynclinal is composed of sea-floor lutites and distal turbidites deposited on basaltic crust in deep water beyond the continental slope of stable continental margins.

One kind of miogeosynclinal sequence, the miogeocline of Dietz, can be called a continental terrace complex, and represents the sediment built mainly in shallow water off the edge of a stable continental margin. Such sediment wedges may differ little in facies from platform deposits, but can reach great thicknesses, especially where they are built across the foundering edge of a continent. Rifting associated with the opening of a new ocean causes thinning of the crust where it necks and divides.

A second kind of miogeosynclinal sequence, that like the Great Valley sequence of California, accumulates as detritus eroded mainly from an adjacent and parallel magmatic arc, and deposited in an elongate sediment trap between arc and trench. The site of deposition can be a shelf, slope, or trough in this tectonic position, separated from the trench by a bathymetric basement ridge of the type that Karig (Scripps) especially has noted at the top of the inner walls of trenches as a characteristic tectonic element in many modern arc-trench systems. A third kind of sequence, called miogeosynclinal by some and exogeosynclinal by Kay, is the elastic wedge foredeep complex, with the Cretaceous of the continental interior and the Devonian of the northern Appalachians as examples. Such sequences are deposited in variable water depths in troughs apparently associated with secondary subduction zones.

With these interpretations, what be-
**COLOR CODE & IDENTIFICATION TAPE**

- solves the widest range of labeling problems
- bacteriostatic for safer handling
- withstands freezing and autoclaving

Easy-to-use TIME Tape is self-sticking, eliminating hand-to-mouth contact to protect against cross-infection. Available in 17 colors to adapt readily to any color coding system. Its satin-finish vinyl coated surface can be marked on with ball point pen or pencil. Sticks instantly to any surface, removes without messy residue. TIME Tape is waterproof, oil-proof, acid resistant, withstands temperatures from $-70^\circ F$ to $+250^\circ F$. Supplied plain or imprinted to your specifications. 5 widths $\frac{1}{2}''$ to $2''$. Economical TIME Tape is the most versatile labeling agent in the laboratory.

FREE BROCHURE! Write for samples, illustrated brochure, and the name of a dealer near you.

PROFESSIONAL TAPE COMPANY, INC.
365 EAST BURLINGTON ROAD, RIVERSIDE, ILLINOIS 60546
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**THE KLETT FLUORIMETER**

No. 2070

Designed for the rapid and accurate determination of thiamin, riboflavin, and other substances which fluoresce in solution. The sensitivity and stability are such that it has been found particularly useful in determining very small amounts of these substances.

---

KLETT SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS

PHOTOELECTRIC COLORIMETERS • BIO-COLORIMETERS
GLASS ABSORPTION CELLS • COLORIMETER NEPHELOMETERS • KLETT REAGENTS • COLONY MARKER AND TALLY

---

**Klett Manufacturing Co., Inc.**
179 EAST 87TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.
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**-76°C Ultra-Cold.**
**-96°C Ultra-Colder.**

Both from Kelvinator Commercial. Upright drops to $-76^\circ C$. Ultra-cold. Chest model dips to $-96^\circ C$. Ultra-colder. Upright's six French doors open individually. And you can label each door to know what's inside. Easy labeling for what's under the chest's stainless steel sliding lids, too. Want more? Automatic alarm systems? 2" portholes for recorders? The Kelvinator Commercial name? You got them. Don't be caught in the cold without ultra-cold. Contact J. E. Hirsch at Kelvinator Commercial, the company that knows how to give you 12 cubic feet of the best cold you ever had.

Upright UC-105 ($-76^\circ C/-105^\circ F$) Chest UC-520 ($-85^\circ C/-120^\circ F$)
Chest UC-540 ($-96^\circ C/-140^\circ F$)
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**CARVER LABORATORY PRESS**

World's most widely used press for R & D, testing compounds, laminating, shear and break tests, pilot runs, etc. New features include air operated quick-closer, constant pressure devices, complete motorization package. Capacities to 25 tons.

NEW BULLETIN AVAILABLE
Contains complete details and prices. Send for free copy today.

**FRED S. CARVER INC.**
52 River Road
Summit, New Jersey 07901

a subsidiary of Sterling, Inc.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

---
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comes of the idea that geosynclinal deposition presages the eventual onset of orogenesis and controls its effective extent? In the cases of the first two kinds of eugeosynclinal sequences and the last two kinds of miogeosynclinal sequences, sedimentation is simply a part of an unfolding process in which some deformation of the strata accumulated is an inexorable sequel. Even so, each case is somewhat different. In the case of the continental terrace, or miogeoclone, and its offshore facies equivalents on continental rise or abyssal plain, there appears to be no immediate proclivity for deformation of the strata, as the continental margin is stable. In this case, the time dimension of plate tectonics comes into play. Oceans can be shown to have opened and closed. Once isolated continents come to be sutured together by collisions at subduction zones along which intervening oceanic crust is consumed. Hence, given time, any stable continental margin will eventually encounter a subduction zone at a convergent plate juncture, and will ride either over it or into it. In either case, the flanking sediment wedge will be deformed in some fashion; for a thick sedimentary pile simply to exist at a continental margin thus predestines eventual deformation when, inevitably, the margin becomes active.

In a sense, then, the geosynclinal theory of orogeny remains valid if the causative function of a thick sediment prism is replaced by a notion of coincidence or consequence. In another sense, the theory is perhaps more faulty and potentially misleading. A single, sequential orogenic progression is commonly assumed to be the norm. This notion cannot be expected to remain part of the plate tectonic model of orogeny. As oceans open or close and continents rift or join, as arcs and trenches and thrust belts grow and die with migrations and possible reversals of polarity, as one type of tectonic element is superimposed upon or juxtaposed against another, we have no reason to suppose as yet that there is any unique order in which these events may occur in a given region or happen to a given rock mass. Hence, different orogenic belts may undergo different sequences of deformational events. Each step ought to be one of a finite array of types, but the order of the steps should vary from place to place.

WILLIAM R. DICKINSON
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

5 JUNE 1970

You can 'snow' a Torbal balance with pigment, abrasive dust, chemicals, or any powder but it will never 'snow' you back.

Sometimes you can't help it. In certain weighing situations no matter how hard you try, a balance gets dirty from spilled or overflowing powders. Or from dust in the air.

When this happens on a conventional knife-edge balance, the knife-edge fulcrum becomes dirty—gets gummed up, and eventually wears. Increased friction, decreased sensitivity and inaccuracy result. (In time even small amounts of dirt in the atmosphere will have this effect.)

On the other hand, with a Torsion Balance based on fulcrum which twist instead of roll, this cannot happen. There are no friction pivots or knife-edge fulcrum; thus no metal-to-metal wear, and the weighing mechanism cannot be affected by foreign material. The balance will not become sluggish, it retains its initial accuracy and sensitivity, and because of its virtually one-piece construction, adjustment is permanent.

The Torbal DWL2 shown above is a 120-gram capacity balance with a dial accuracy of 5 mg.; silicon fluid damping for fast weighing; dials with 9 g x 1 g, and 1 g x 0.01 g graduations, to eliminate use of small loose weights. Write today for literature.

The Torsion Balance Company, TORBAL
Department S
Main Office and Factory: Clifton, N.J.;
  Main Offices: Birmingham, Ala.; Chicago, Ill.;
  San Mateo, Cal.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Plants and
  Offices in Montreal, Quebec, London Eng-
  land and Waterford, Ireland
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Cary, continued.

No spectrophotometer, including ours, is complete without good absorption cells.

So we offer a complete line of rectangular and cylindrical cells.

Like others, our cells cover the entire ultraviolet, visible and near-infrared range. Unlike the others, we use only two types of glass. Suprasil II provides optimum transmission in the visible and UV, while Infrasil outdoes itself in the near-infrared.

As a result, you need fewer cells.

You save money and do better work, regardless of whose spectrophotometer you're using.

For literature and a price list, write Cary Instruments, a Varian subsidiary, 2724 South Peck Road, Monrovia, California 91016. Ask for data file E 008-60.
For a metering pump to be effective, it must be designed to match the high performance standards of your other instruments. When you choose an advance design Buchler pump with uniformly adjustable flow rates, you have that assurance. Write for complete information.

**DEKA-STALTIC PUMP**

- Used in column chromatography, amino acid analyzers, liquid transfer to 10 different locations and infusion of animals
- Peristaltic Action through 10 veins
- Flow capacity from 1.5 to 650 ml/hr/vein

**MICROPUMP**

- Meters organic solvents through chromatographic columns at preset rates
- Liquid in contact with glass, Teflon® or Kel-F® only
- Pumps against 20 psi.
- Flow rate of each chamber can be set independently

* Trade Mark E. I. Du Pont de Nemours, Inc.
** Trade Mark Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.

For further information write for Technical Bulletins

**Buchler Instruments Division**


1327 Sixteenth St., Fort Lee, N. J. 07024

---
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